
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL
EQUIPMENT AT CRNL

The Plant Design Division at the Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories provides a design service to the
Research and Development effort at Chalk River.
Severe constraints, both environmentally and spa-
tially, are placed on the design of special equipment.
Several examples are given. Finally, the use of auto-
mated drafting systems is described.

Die main function of the Phut Design Division
nl' the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) is to
design the equipment that is not available commer-
cially, but that is required for the research program.
Most research establishments have engineering offices
that carry out this function.

1. We arc concerned with '"one-off" facilities, which
means that we cannot afford to spend too much
effort on optimisation.

2. Our approach is multi-disciplinary because our
customers are multi-disciplinary. This means that
we must usually employ generalise, but we can
get expert advice from a wide variety of
speciali/ed researchers.

3. We can call on powerful computing facilities, and
on a large body of expert analysts.

What are our special strengths and problems,
and where can we profitably exchange experiences
with other Canadian industries.'

We habitually deal with a very hostile environ-
ment. In our experimental reactors, high neutron and
piBiu photon fluxes, fairly high temperatures and
rather agressive fluids limit design options, particu-
larly in the choice of materials. For instance, in-
reactor instrumentation must usually be assembled
from ceramic-insulated metallic-sheathed thermo-
couples and strain gauges, nozzles for measuring How
or proximity, and sample lines. These elements can be
permuted to make a wide variety of gauges. Using
them we have developed creep machines, fatigue
machines, and controlled strain rate tensile testers to
operate at temperatures and fluxes typical of reactor
channels, and packaged them -it the bottom of a hole
4 m long and d5 mm in diameter. The array of
instrumented specimens is inevitably rather delicate.
Figure 1 shows some low cycle fatigue specimens

loaded by a hydraulic bellows, and with a calibrated
How nozzle to sense specimen strain.

Induced radioactivity means that much of the
equipment we use must be handled remotely, and
appropriate provisions must be made during design
for "hands-off" maintenance. As an example, Figure
2 shows part of a line of glove boxes in which ceramic
fuel elements are fabricated and installed in Zircaloy
sheaths, in a carefully ventilated and filtered environ-
ment. The starting material is finely divided pluto-
nium oxide, which is toxic. The rubber gloves are

I'i.

Figure 1 — Low cycle fatigue apparatus for in-reactor
service
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Figure 2 — Glove boxes for assembly of fuel elements

used in maintenance operations rather than routine
processing and give protection Irom the non-penetra-
ting alpha emissions from the radioactive oxide.
Fairly soon we will need to decide how such a facility
could best he developed to handle fuel which has
significant penetrating gamma activity. Surgical
rubber glows oiler very little protection in this case,
so one has a choice between a line arranged similarly
to that in Figure 2 but with maslei-slave manipulators
replacing the gloves, or a line in a completely shielded
room which an operator can only visit in a mobile
shielded cage carrying its own manipulators and a
hoist. We would be very interested in an exchange of
experience with the manufacturers in the pliauna-
ceutical or biomedical industries who handle toxic
materials in similar processes.

We are often forced by the massive shielding of an
experimental reactor, to work through long, small
diameter holes, on quite complicated maintenance
jobs at the other end. For instance. Figure 3 shows a
mock-up of the machine which was used to repair
two .V5 m diameter seals between the cylindrical side
wall and the end shields of the NRU reactor calandria
which is 3.5 in in diameter and 3 mhigh. The machine
was installed through a 120 mm diameter axial hole
4 ni loim. and some radi:1! boles ,i()0 m in diameter

Figure 3 —Mock-up of a machine to repair seals in the

NRU calandria

and .1 in long. The machine was used to inspect the seal

surlaces visually, to measure their profiles by a stylus,

and to grind and hone them where necessary. With

the aid ol equipment like this we have been able to

change the calandria of the NRl ' reactoi once and

that of NRX twice.

Because of the bulk and cost of concrete
shieldhg. we have to package any equipment which
may temporarily contain radioactive fluids very
compactly. Figure 4 shows a model o( a room 3.5 x
.1.5 x d in which contains S MW of two-phase heat
transfer equipment including two sets ol circulating
pumps, jet condensers, ion exchange purification
systems and control systems. The biggest pieces ol

Figure 4 — Model of two-phase equipment tor a reactor

experiment
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equipment are a 4 MW secondary steam generator and
two electrically fired, natural convection, boilers of 2
MW. each.

Although our ("unction is primarily to provide a
design service to the Research and Development
Brandies, we have other secondary functions. We
maintain a small electrical laboatory where equip-
ment of our own design or specification is tested.
Such equipment is normally intended for data
gathering, logical control, etc. We also have an obli-
gation to investigate new design techniques.

These two secondary functions taken together
result in our being interested in automated drafting
systems. We have recently purchased such a system
from Applicon. It is basically similar to the Advanced
Design System (ADS) supplied by tl>e same organi-
zation to our Electronics Branch several years ago.

but it is designed to operate on three-dimensional
images rather than the two-dimensional ones of the
ADS.I I).

There are many varieties of computer codes in
which functions of geometric parameters are in the
input and output data. In those codes the input and
output can best be related to the geometry by
drawing an appropriate picture, and there are many
kinds of "computer graphics" packages to do the
drawing. "Automated drafting" is a much more
narrowly defined field than "computer graphics".
The data il handles is wholly geometric, and the
purpose of the system is to generate the data with the
least, and most convenient, input from the operator.

Provided that the system produces adequate art
work, it pays for itself by reducing drafting man-
hours. The saving depends primarily on the amount

Jk.
P.: •

Figure 5-F low sheet produced by automated drafting equipment
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Figure 6 — Visual display on automated drafting equip-
ment

of duplication involved in a given drawing, as the
machine only needs to he told what to reproduce.
Clearly t has a big advantage when producing close
copies, as for instance when making metric versions
nf imperial drawings, or putting French text on an
English original, or making minor modifications lo a
previously constructed original. It can also he fairly
economical in producing, for the first time, a drawing
with i list of repealed symbols such as the flow sheet
shown in Figure 5.

On invcslmenl in the equipment will be largely
juslifi:d iiy the pfmluctimi of drawings, but we have
a continuing interest in investigating other areas in
which the machine can save time. For instance it will
un demand disptay a variety of orthographic pro-
jections, isometric objections, or perspectives ol the
image in its memory. For many purposes isometrics
or perspectives are preferred lo orthographic
drawings, but any one such view can he ambiguous
and is quite likely to he confusing. The machine
allows the viser to select one or more views, and to
rotate them at will, '.o show features in which he is
interested. Quite often clearness and assessihility are
features which govern a design; the machine will, on
demand, specify the distances from a point to a

surface, or will draw a view looking along any
specified axis.

In some circumstances the output can be more
valuable lhan the manual output of a draftsman. The
art work shown in Figure 5 is more uniform and
consequently more reproducible than manual output,
and it is apt to be more accurate. This accuracy was a
main consideration in the purchase of the ADS
system by the Electronics Branch, as they use the
machine to prepare masters for photo-etching
miniature components. We have made tentative
arrangements with AECL's Commercial Products
Division to use tapes prepared by our system on their
numerically controlled machine tools.

One major advantage of automation in this appli-
cation is that one can avoid errors in translating data
from one foim to another. We would he very in-
terested in discussing with other industrial organi-
zations ways in which this equipment can be used to
advantage. Figure d shows a terminal in use. It is clear
that any technically trained and interested person
could use it after a few hours of instruction.

We hope to have developed, fairly soon, packages
of codes which will produce drawings, engineering
analyses, parts lists etc. for situations with which we
deai frequently. Ventilation ducting, and process
piping will certainly be high on the list ot topics for
consideration. Just how far one can automate the
piocess of convening a How sheet into shop drawings,
performance and cost data, is a question that can
only he answered in the light of experience. For
instance, algorithms exist which give satisfactory
designs for the connections ol a series ol points on
printed circuit boards, but can suitable rules be
developed for the three-dimensional routing of
ventilation ducts? We wait to see.

B. Godden
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